
The Penguin

 Once upon a time there was a penguin swimming with his family but then he saw a 
glimpse of a giant sea monster.  He couldn’t tell what type of sea monster it was.  The next 
morning he quickly sprang into action.  He swam down the ocean as much as he could trying to 
find the sea monster but there was nothing in sight.  But then he finally saw it!  As fast as he 
could he tried to catch up to it.  This took days maybe even weeks!  When he finally ran out of 
breath, there was a sign that said Welcome To Korea.  When he read the sign he was super 
surprised.  It felt like he chased the monster for only 3 minutes and he screamed “I’M IN 
KOREA???”.   There was big things shaped like rectangles on the buildings.  And they were very 
flashy.  After that he fainted.    

 When he woke up he was in some sort of a building.  Then a human named Sammy and 
the penguin locked eyes for a couple of minutes. After that the penguin screamed “A HUMAN” 
and Sammy screamed “A PENGUIN”!  At that moment the penguin jumped out of the window 
then fell face first onto the street.  Then he ran as fast as he could with a bruise on his face and 
he accidentally bumped into a Korean street stand.  After that the penguin got slapped by the 
Korean food vender with some kimchi.  Then he ran away in horror onto the streets.  So the 
Korean street vender ran towards him and punched him onto the floor then threw him at the side 
of a building.  

 Then he awakened from his short slumber and he was in some sort of a lab.  Also it felt 
like he got knocked out.  There were big tall things that said NASA.  He tried to get into one but it 
was locked.  His only choice was to get the key to the door.  He saw a human with a key so he 
stole it then he got in the big tall thing that said NASA.  The only thing he saw was a lot of 
complicated stuff except a big red button that said blast off.  The penguin knew not to press it but 
he slipped on a banana peel on the ground and he bumped into the big red button.  The penguin 
started to shake a little then a little more than he felt like he was flying. 

  The rocket ship flipped over and crashed into a Chinese market.  And then the penguin 
fell out of the ship and people were screaming “一隻企鵝”!  Then he saw a giant shaped dragon 
of some sort.  As quickly as he could, he ran and ran backwards until he felt wind pushing on his 
back.  When he noticed the wind pushing on his back he turned around and saw the dragon much 
closer to him than before.  Later he held his hand up then coincidentally someone threw a sword 
into his held hand.  After, he knew what to do and charged at the dragon and slid under its belly 
while slicing the belly.  Then he jumped onto the dragon’s back and ran to one of the dragon’s 
eyes and stabbed it until he didn’t hear breathing from the dragon.  After he stabbed the eye he 
celebrated by saying “wooooooooooohooooooooo”.  After, the penguin jumped off the dragon.    

 He jumped onto a bike and rode it but he didn’t know how to so he drove and drove until 
he crashed into a wall.  After he crashed into a wall he saw another sign but it said “Welcome to 
Vietnam”.  He was super surprised that he drove to another country because he didn’t know how 
to ride a bike.  Then he walked until he got to a town called Pho Town.  He saw a pho shop so he 
stole some money from a person then he went into the pho shop.  After he went inside the pho 
shop he got some pho then he poured some sriracha into the pho.  The pho shop owner walked 
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past the penguin and accidentally slapped him the eye.  The penguin got frustrated so he walked 
up to the owner and punched him in the cheek.  The owner also got frustra ed so they took turns 
beating each other.  The owner used a pan to beat up the penguin.  The penguin just used his 
flippers to beat the owner up. Later the owner fainted from the penguin’s flippers beating him up. 
When the owner fainted the penguin also fainted.   

 A couple seconds later he woke up in his ice bed at that moment he knew it was a dream. 
THE END


